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COTCIDEtATION AND ADOPTION OF DR/.7T RESO LOTIONS (TD/B/L.11,   L.I7,   1*19)  (continued) 

The PRESIDENT drew the Board's attention to the three draft resolutions 

which hod been submitted un agerda items 5 and 6 (H>/B/j»ll,  L.I7,   L.I9).    As the 

text submitted by Jordan,  Nigeria and the Sudan (ID/B/L.17)  incorporated many of 

the ideas contained in the other two draft resolutions, he pruposed that it should 

be considered first.    , 

It vae so decided» 

Mr. OUJQDE (Nigeria) said that although draft resolution ID/B/L.17 was 

officially sponsored by only three delegations, it coraaanded the support of the 

Group of Twenty-five as a whole.    It also took into account many of the points made 

by members of other groups. 

The sponsors attached particular importance to the word "urgent" in the third 

line of operative paragraph I, and were insistent that operational activities 

should be undertaken primarily in response to the request of Governments, as stated 

in operative paragraph II (a).    In operative paragraph II (c), the purpose of 

•ub-paragraph (i) was to ensure that expenditure on research not specifically 

designed to improve the effectiveness of operational activities was reduced to 

the minimum.    The second sentence of sub-paragraph (ii) was intended to ensure 

that ULULO did not waste time and resources on research activities which duplicated 

the work of other institutions.    With regard to the third sentence of the same 

sub-paragraph, a number of delegations had argued that information on industrial 

trends we alraady available in the V.'orld Economic Surveys.    The sponsors agreed 

that the Surveys contained some of the information required, but thought that 

HOBO should prepare more detailed information and statistics for the guidance of 

the Board. 

The list of operational activities in operative paragraph H (e) did not include 

any itet« which the Board had not considered previously.    Items 1-7 were taken fro« 

a conference roca paper prepared by the Group of Twenty-five, and the list as a 

whole vas based on the relevant provisions of General Assembly résolution 2152 (XXl). 

It vas not to be regarded as a formal statement of UNIDO's progranme, but merely as 

an indication to Government s of the kind of assistance which URIDO could be expected 

/... 
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* *    4- ,•= * r>«i it. in the list, the sponsors hoped that UNIDO to provide.    With regard to i „ems 5 and * in tue MS , *~ 
IL not, aita •r, «^ct recent .overrents to confute 50 ^r cent oth 

found it «t«-3, difficult to allocate any considerable proportion o. their 

Ultia resources to ntuaie, or that Kind,    -alni.«, ^^J^^ 
(ite, 0* (*)> were part* the concern of UKCTAD,  and the foot-not. tothat It-ir-r 

attention to the need for effective co-opcratlon between »DO - «*» « "—« 

^ „nage-nt problem.    OH» would alao have to co-operate with ^ other 

intentional organizations concerned in providing aesist-nc. under It. *     K 

The sponsors vero particularly anxious that a.el.tanc. in the for- of field 

usions shouU be provided on* at the reo.uest of Oovern«nt., and had includ* 

provision to that effect In operative paragraph II (f/. 
The list of projects to be delated or deferred set out In the annex to the 

draft resolution va. somewhat shorter than those which had appeared In earlier 

informi papers.    The Secretariat haâ explained to the sponsor, of the draft 

re^oIThat see „f the projects which had previe» appeared to be —y 

or of low priority were In fact relevant to the prosee a. a «bota.    Hovevrthe 

sponsors were still convince that tl. and resources could be saved    f .ig* of the 

pToject, mentioned in the progne of vori: WW -» "**- « **"*• 
...    r.„,„.-. («.r.herlanasi. Vlce-PreslJVnt,  took the Cbalr. 

Mr. TEH, (Jordan)  stressed that dr-rft resolution W/tfUXl was based 

largely on th. provision, of Genersl Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI), and that It 

eont.lr.ed no new proposals or new Interpretation, of previous propo.aU.   M hoped 

that the Boord would adopt it unanimously. 

Mr. FIQWROA (Chile) .aid that the foot-note to It«. A (d) 1« op.»«« 

paragraph II (e) should reiate also to it. 8, a. tMDO would certain* have to 

co-operate with UTCTAD on natter, affecting aarketlng and attribution.    Th» 

purport of the foot-not. Itself couM o. nade claarer by I«*!«*«. «* 

"paragraph 29 of" before the word. "Oeneral Aa.embly resolution 2152 («IJ • 

/... 
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(Mr. lidirot, Odi») 

The Spanish text of the draft resolution should be revleed to bring it closer 

to the English text. 

Mr. TELL (Jordan) said that the sponsors would accept the amendment 

proposed by the repreocntative of Chile.    It vas their intention that C3II0 should 

co-operate closely with other organizations wherever yossibie. 

Mr« GOLDSCHMICT (United States of America) said he beli «ved that the 

intention of the sponsors would be reflected more clearly if the foot-nota «as 

deleted and a new sub-paragraph (g) was inserted at the end of operativa 

paragraph II, reading ss follows: 
"(g)    As appropriate, assistance shall be undertaken pursuant to the 

provisions for co-ordination and co-operation contained in General Hsseobly 
resolution 2152 (XXI).M 

Mr. TFLL (Jordan) said that ha had no objection to the United States 

representative ' G suggestion. 

Mr. BELBOKEK (Cameroon) seid that, on first reading, ma delegation 

found draft resolution ID/B/L.17 aa excellent text.    Be proposed, however, that 

the words "and regional and sub-regional economic groupings" should be inserted 

after the word "Beirut" in paragraph II (a), itesi 11.   Tb* first Unite* amtlons 

Conference on Tro de end Development had recognised the value of such groupings. Xa 

•any regions and sub-regions - Central Africa, for example • there vara economic 

groupings which needed assistane« in the planning of industrial development. 

Mr. KASATKIH (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, ss draft 

resolution ID/B/L.17 had not bsen circulated until shortly before the meating, his 

delegation could not participate fully in the discussion of it and i asen ed the 

right to coBJoaat further st s later meeting. 

Ivan on a first reading, ha had found soma contradictions and inappropriate 

statements in the draft resolution.   While be had no objection to toe Cameroon!*» 

amendment, he thought that the emphasis should be placed not so noch on tern 

asslstr ce which UIIIIO might give to ragionai economic groupings es on the us« 

which VuXSO might ask« of the experience scquirad by auch groupings. 

/ • •• 
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(Mr. Kasatklo, USSR) 

Paragraph II (e) it« 9, referred to the development of export-orients 

Industry but did not mention the development of import-substitution industry, 

which was certainly quite as important.    Moreover, the draft resolution did not 

state clearly or directly that UNIDO«s central role should be promotional.    The 

Executive Director, in his statement to the Board (ID/B/12), had expressly 

endorsed that conception of UNIDO's role; the same idea vas stated plainly in 

draft resolution ID/B/L.19.    furthermore, the draft resolution under discussion 

did not lay sufficient stress on the role of governmental organs in dealing with 

the problems of industrial development - a role which was, in fact, decisive.    Be 

had been surprised to hear the statement that the sponsors had taken the views of 
other groups into account, since those of the socialist States had been given only 

slight consideration.    Consequently, he could not agree with the representative 

of Cameroon that draft resolution U>/B/L.17 vas an excellent text. 

Mr. i  TRIOTA (Brasil) said that he considered draft resolution ID/B/L.17 

a collective work, since it included various ideas contributed by almost all the 
•embers of the Board.    He supported the Cameroonian proposal that »action should be 

made of sssistance to regional and sub-regional economic grouping!; auch assistance 

which would be particularly helpful to the integration aoveaent in Imtin America, 

should be provided not only indirectly through regional organizations but aHo 

directly through studies of such topics as complementarity. 

Mr. FOKTBCi*!?   (Belgium) said that the English veraion of draft 

resolution ID/B/t.lí vea • good text but the Iranch tranalation naaded eunatantial 

revision. 

Mr. mi* (Jordan), commenting on the Caaarooiiian amendment, pointed out 

that the wording of item 11 bad bean taken from General Assembly resolution 

2152 (XXI). Moreover, the draft résolution already provided for as ti stance v e 

to regional and sub-regional economic groupings, since it stated that requests of 

Governments should be the primary consideration in Initiating operational 

activities, and the requests of economic groupings urnre simply th« ¿oint requests 

of several Governments. 

/ • •• 
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(Mr. Tell« Jordan) 

In reply to the USSR representative, he stressed that the guidelines set out 

in draft resolution ID/B/L.17 were not intended to be all-inclusive.    If 

Governments requested assistance for the development of import-substitution 

industries, it would be granted.    Although the sponsors o? the draft resolution 

had not includtd the Executive Director's definition of the role of UMIDO in their 

text, they had full confidence in him and relied upon him to ensure the success of 

UNIDO»s work. 

Mr. MacLAREN (Canada) welcomed draft resolution ID/B/L.17.    He proposed 

the addition to paragraph II (f) of a sentence reading:    "The office    f the 

Resident Representative should be utilized for the submission of national requests 

for assistance."    There was general agreement that the offices of the Resident 

Representatives must be strengthened; that view had been repeatedly stated in the 

Economic and Social Council, and ?t should be taken into account in the present 

context. 

Mr. KASATKLN (Union of   Soviet Socialist Republics) said he    regretted 

that draft resolution ID/B/L.17 WSS not sufficiently comprehensive.    If UNIDO had 

been intended to play the same role as other United Nations bodies, there would 

have been no need to establish it as an autonomous organization.    He had cited the 

Executive Director's definition of UNIDO»s role because he agreed with him on that 

point.    Lastly, he pointed out that the Board had to consider not only draft 

resolution ID/B/L.17, but also the other draft resolutions before it 

(1D/B/L.U, L.19). 

Mr. HBRBAN-MEDINA (Colombia) said that draft resolution ID/B/L.17 seemed 

to be a very good combination of the various views on the work program« of UNIDO 

expreiied by the different groups in a number of papers.   However, he would like 

to sugge it some alight amendments.    In paragraph II (e), item 12, the words 

"including their co-ordination" should be inserted after the words "progranoes and 

projects of industrial development".    The need for co-ordination was stressed in 

General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl), paragraphs 27-36, and it should be mentioned 

in the resolution adopted by the Board.   He agreed with the representatives of 

Cameroon and Brazil that a reference to regional and sub-regional groupings should 
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(Mr. Hcrran-Medina. Co loaftla) 

be include!.    The importance of co-ordination at that level had been ttressed in 

the Declaration of Bogotá, signed in August I966 by the Presidents of Chile, 

Colombia and Venezuela and by the personal representatives of the Presidents of 

Ecuador and Peru, and had been reaffirmed at the recent meeting of Heads of State 

at Punta del Este. 

Mr. BELEOKEK (Cameroon) pointed out that the wording of his attendaient to 

item 11 was based on the same source as that of item 11 itself, namely, General 

Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl), part II, paragraph 2 (a) (vi).   While the 

resolution adopted by the Board could be wider in scope and more explicit than the 

Assembly's resolution, it could not say less than the latter; he therefore 

considered that an amendment along the lines he had proposed was necessary, and 

the exact working of General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXI) could be used if that 

was preferred by the Board. 

Mr. G'/LDSCHMIDT (United States of America) proposed the addition of the 

following words at the end of paragraph IV of the draft resolution:    "and to such 

other changes as shall be made by the Executive Director in the light of the 

guidelines herein". 

Mr. FEBTIANDINI (Peru) supported the draft resolution (ID/B/L.17)» which 

seemed to be fully in accordance with the conclusions of the Group of Twenty-five. 

The Secretariat should be asked to revise the French and Spanish versions, so as to 

bring them into line wit/, the English original.    He considered the Cameroonian 

amendment to be most useful. 

The draft resolution seemed to have gained general acceptance; in view of the 

urgent need to expedite the Board's work, he urged the USSR representative not to 

insist that a decision on it should be postponed until a later meeting.    He 

appealed to members to co-operate with a view to reaching an agreement, especially 

as there were other documents awaiting consideration. 

Mr. SCHEJBAL (Czechoslovakia) said that even the form of draft resolution 

ID/E/!».!? was not entirely satisfactory, and the text required to be discussed in 

greater detail.    His delegation had not had time to make a thorough comparative 

study of all the documente which had been submitted and would like to reserve the 

•at 
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(Mr. Sche.1balt Czechoslovakia) 

right to comments at the :Mlowing meeting on document ID/B/L.17, which must be 

considered in relation to the other draft resolutions,  including that eo-sponsor,?d 

by his own delegation (ID/D/L.19).    Sufficient ti» must be allowed for that 
purpose. 

Further attention should also be çiven to the projects mentioned in the annex 

to the draft resolution.    He asked the Executive Director to explain what use would 

be made of material prepared for project« vliich were not to be carried to a final 

conclusion.    He would also welcome the opportunity to introduce draft resolution 
ID/fc/L.19. 

The PRESIDE«? said that the Czechoslovak representative's remarks 

concerning draft resolution ID/B/L.19 were reasonable, but pointed out that the 

Board itself had decided to consider document ID/B/L.17 first. 

ÍÜL^TJ^m. (Bulgaria) agreed that the need to consider the other documents 

must be borne :.u mind, with a view to the poseibility of agreeing on a joint text. 

Time should therefore be allowed f-r a comparative evaluation of the various 

texts.    Where draft resolution ID/B/L.17 was concerned, he proposed that the words 

"Assistance te" in paragraph II (e), item 11,  should be replaced by "Co-operation 

with", as it w-uia net be a function of UNIDO to give assistance to other united 
Nations bodies. 

Mr. ABDEL-RAHMAN (Executive Director) requested clarification of certain 

points in draft resolution ID/B/L.17.    He hoped that, in paragraph I, the words 

"on the basis of were not used in an exclusive sense, as General Assembly 

resolution 2152 (XXl) defined other functions of UNIDO which were not specifically 

mentioned in that paragraph.    In paragraph II (a), the wording "Request* of 

Governments should be the primary consideration in initiating operational 

activities" suggested that there might be other considerations.    The word 

"initiating" was also   rather vague.    He suggested the use of a more explicit 

formula, such as "No operational activities... should be undertaken except on the 

requestion of countries".   Hî also suggested that the words "as far as possible" 

should be inserted after the word '•expeditiously" in paragraph II (b), and he asked 

for an explanation of the exact meaning of the word "dynamic" in paragraph II (d). 

A.. 
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(Mr. Abdel-Rahrtan^ Executive Director) 

He pointed cut that the u.:e of the wore "Ass is tance" in paragraph II (e), item 11, 

was in near contradiction with paragraph II (a), which indicated that asîistance 

would be  siven only on the request of Governments.    He suggested that the word 

"Co-operation" might be used instead.    With regard  to the project« listed in the 

annex tc  the draft resolution, he felt that the Board should have more information 

from the secretariat before deciding whether to delete or defer them.    In the 

case of one of the projects, an ad hoc committee had already been convened to malte 

preparations for an international conference on technical assistance.    Under 

another, assistance was made available only at the request of countries, and twenty 

requests had already beer. made. 

Mr. HARSAMA (Somalia) agreed with the Executive Director that the Board 

should have fuller information before taking a decision.    He urged members    not to 

press for an i mediate vote on draft resolution ID/'B/L.YJ.    It was essential to 

consider the e-.;   r documenta in relation t^ it, and a decision on so important a 

matter as principles and guidelines mast not be  rushed.    He himself had seme 

amendments v;..ich he would prefer to submit at the  following meeting. 

He endorse: the suggestion that the- word "Assistance" in paragraph II (e), 

item 11,  should be replaced by "Co-operation".    He hoped that the Board would be 

provide-' v,-:Vu comprehensive observations on each of the projects proposed for 

deletion or deferment. 

¡jr. DAHIHDEN (Switzerland) said that draft resolution ID/B/L.17 was a 

very useful text.    Ke supported the Canadian amendment to paragraph II (f). 

Mr. DUMITRESCU (Romania) said that the Board's objective must be to adopt 

adequate guidelines for the future activity of the UNIDO secretariat, which at the 

same time would help Governments to prepare their requests for UMIDO assistance. 

He agreed with the representative of Cameroon that the guidelines should not, 

in any case, contain less than General Assembly resolution 2152 (XXl).    In that 

connexion he pointed out that paragraph II (e), item 13, of draft resolution 

ID/B/L.1T contained less detail than part II, paragraph 2 (a) (iv), of the 

Assembly's resolution.   A careful examination of the draft resolution would 

probably disclose other instances in which the functions set out in the Asseafcly'i 

/... 
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(Hr. Duci tre s cu, Romania) 

resolution had not been -acquately stated.   The Board should consider the other 

proposals before it, which filled in the gaps in draft resolution ID/B/L.I?.    His 

delegation fully supported draft resolution ID/B/L.19, *nd also found soste very 

interesting points in draft resolution ID/3/L.ll.   He suggested that sore of the 

draft resolutions should be put to the vote until all had been discussed. 

Mr. aOPRIOUEZ (Philippines) supported the vie* that a decision on the 
draft resolutions should be postponed. 

Mr. ABCHIBAIft (Trinidad and Tobago) aoved the adjournment of the 
meetinf. 

H» Motion vas adopted by £3 votes to 9. vitti 6 abstentions. 

The meeting rose at n.30 p.a. 
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